Acute drug-induced vascular injury in beagle dogs: pathology and correlating genomic expression.
Acute vascular injury that leads to vascular inflammation is a common finding in the preclinical toxicity testing of drugs in rats and dogs. However, the relevance of this finding for risk to humans is unclear. Concern about the safety of these drugs is heightened by the current lack of noninvasive clinical methods to predict the onset of vascular damage in animals or humans. Determining the relevance of this poorly understood preclinical outcome for humans requires a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of injury in addition to the development of sensitive and specific leading biomarkers for the clinical diagnosis of acute vascular damage. Most molecular research on this toxicity has been performed in rats, but recent development of canine gene expression microarrays makes transcriptomic studies now possible in the dog. In this study, we investigated the molecular mechanisms of drug-induced vascular injury in dogs using gene arrays. After treating Beagles with toxic doses of CI-947, an adenosine receptor agonist, we profiled gene expression in the coronary arteries and correlated those changes with histopathology at 16 and 24 hours after dosing. The results demonstrated that pathobiological processes such as stimulation of the innate immune response, increased extracellular matrix turnover and oxidative stress were active at times of very early injury.